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The Subtle Role of Parenting
in Gender Role Formation
Naomi Eitches, Professor Boaz

Abstract
Despite the progressively modern trend towards gender equality,
gender roles and gender stereotypes are still the underlying causes of
numerous social problems. The prevalence of gender roles is evident
from birth when the gender of the baby determines the treatment every
child henceforth receives. This research analyzes how the parents or
parent, unbeknownst to even themselves, subconsciously enforce
gender roles on their offspring. By examining the dynamic between the
parents and the interactions with their offspring, researchers have
found evidence of latent parental behaviors and patterns that affect
gender roles and gender stereotypes. The evidence illustrates a cycle of
gender schemas that are passed from the parent to the child, this
pattern is repeated continuously through the future generations. The
research also indicates how this cycle, usually continued by the father,
is an albatross to society as it also carries with it destructive behaviors,
gender confusion, gender oppression and a gender binary. The cycle
can only be stopped if the subliminal pressures attached to gender are
eliminated. Until parents understand their involvement in enforcing
strict gender binaries, they will continue to not only be a burden on
their children, but also contribute to the struggles other children face as
a result of gender stereotypes and confusion. 	
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As gender stereotypes change over time, gender roles and behaviors
follow suit. It is the parent’s role to encourage their offspring to find
and follow where their interest is instead of following a current model
that is ” acceptable.” The 21st century has allowed minor changes to
the traditional gender stereotypes wherein slightly masculine females
or slightly feminine males are socially tolerated. These minor changes
in gender stereotypes are better acknowledged when present in
females rather than males. This often stems from the paternal
enforcement of traditional gender roles. Combined with the maternal
partner or contrasting with other familial structures, all severe as the
initial and most crucial influences on gender development. The actual
structure of the family and the dynamic between the parents are
integral parts.

In the attempt to uncover the full, unintentional effect of parents on the gender role
development of their offspring, over 15 different scholarly journals and reports were
analyzed, interpreted and compared. Various combinations of language and databases
were utilized. The most supported conclusions were:
• Parental reaction to the offspring’s behavior, emotions and interests were perceived
as forms of either positive or negative reinforcements.
• Parental expectations of abilities were differentiated by gender and foreshadowed the
actual capability of the child falling subject to self-fulfill parental prophecy.
• Parental reactions to gender of child differed based on gender of parent.
• Fathers most often supported traditional masculine roles for their sons and traditional
female role for their daughters.
• Parental reactions to cross-gender behavior was more serve for males and held
predictions of sexual orientation.
• Parental model holds importance, working mothers produced offspring with more
malleable views on gender equality while households with male initiated domestic
violence produced offspring that emulated that familial structure.

Conclusion
The underexposed parental influence on gender role development is a critical challenge in
eliminating gender binaries. Parental enforcements of behavior result in adverse
expressions for males and females. Males typically learn to externalize their emotions
through actions while females typically learn to internalize their emotions through private
self- evaluations. Parental misconceptions of abilities cause doubt and overconfidence in
their children as well as limiting their perceived capabilities and illustrating contrasting
gender standards. The dynamic between the parents revealed patterns of domestic violence
derived from observations of physical altercations initiated by the paternal partner. Other
models revealed single mothers contributing positive opinions of gender equality and the
fathers notably strong resistance to atypical gender roles.
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Gender Schema
Networks of gendered information used for the regulation of
behaviors that conform to cultural definitions of gender.
(Sandra Behm, 1981)
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